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Mapping is a technical term, borrowed from mathematics, 

meaning the relationship between the elements of two 

sets of things… The relationship between a control and its 

results is easiest to learn whereever there is an under-

standable mapping between the controls, the actions, and 

the intended result.

Don Norman
Highly regarded designer/author

Design of Everyday Things, Revised 2013, p. 22-23
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Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_mapping_(interface_design)
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Poor mapping: arbitrary arrangement of stove controls Good mapping: controls spatially map to their burners



























Norman, The Design of Everyday Things, Revised Edition, 2013
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Mercedes S500 Car Seat Controller





Original mapping: page scrolls in opposite direction as finger movement 



Original mapping: page scrolls in opposite direction as finger movement “Natural” mapping: page scrolls in same direction as finger movement



















Based on slides from: Dan Lockton, http://architectures.danlockton.co.uk/
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In software, it’s easy to make constraints dynamic, 

contextualized to the user’s current task or state.









Sometimes, we overly constrain the user, reducing 

their sense of agency and control





Low feedback, low consistency, high constraint



Low feedback, low consistency, too much constraint High feedback, high consistency, appropriate constraint

Can minimize or close 
(cancel) but not maximize





Constraints shape behavior—either to compel someone 

to do something or to dissuade/prevent them from 

doing something. 



Case study: the design of trash/recycling cans









Duffy, Environment and Behavior, 2010
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In design, constraints shape behavior—either to compel

someone to do something or to dissuade/prevent them 

from doing something. Be prepared for side effects.



Case study: the design of a public bench







Slide: Dan Lockton, http://architectures.danlockton.co.uk/
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Much harder to sleep on this 
bench but at a cost of 

usability. Less comfortable. 
Things slide off.
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Users should not have to wonder whether different 

words, situations, or actions mean the same thing. 

Follow platform conventions.

Jakob Nielsen

One of the most well-known “UI Experts”
We’ll learn more about him throughout semester

Source: http://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/ 









The Apple Interface Guidelines state:
“Always put the action button in the bottom-
right corner of the alert. This is the button that 
completes the action that the user initiated 
before the alert was displayed.”

Windows User Experience Guidelines state:
“Place command buttons that apply to all property pages 
at the bottom of the property window. Right-align the 
buttons and use this order (from left to right): OK, Cancel, 
and Apply.”

Source: http://blog.donavon.com/2009/09/okcancel-buttons-and-web.html; https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ok-cancel-or-cancel-ok/
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Source: James Fogarty










